
Sac Minutes from January 25 , 2021 

Present: Shaina Falcone, Sarah Wile, Paula Brigley, Laila Riebenz, 

Absences: Nicole Shore, Deanna Bellefontaine 

 

 

 Principal report- Highlights African Dance, pottery making, preparations for online 

learning (Scenario 2 and 3) 

 Deanna’s Report was read by principal- Highlights- Xmas hampers, Monthly dinners, 

Buddy Back paks 

 

New Business 

1. East St Margarets’ reached out to principal to get in contact with person involved in getting the 

speed radar signs installed in our school area. Sarah asked Shaina if Ben Davis would be 

interested in helping them problem solve this for their area. Shaina stated sure so Sarah sent 

East st Margarets  info to Shania to give to Ben. Sarah noted that it seems to be making a 

difference with speeds and Shaina agreed. Shaina did discuss that she is having some difficulties 

with local companies still speeding. She has been in touch with those companies specifically.  

 

2. Examined logos that Laila so graciously created for us. Discussion around the need for tshirts 

and the sign outside needing to be replaced which should have the logo on it. Talk about tshirts 

and getting logo approved by Home and School as well at their next meeting. Discussion of how 

to use only two colors in T-Shirt Logo. Sarah stated that she would investigate the price of a sign 

like the one just installed outside Mason’s Point approx. four feet by two feet. Have to be 

conscious of visibility getting in and out of driveway.  

 

3. Sarah requested funds for a school language program called Haggerty, which focusses on 

teaching students at a young age letter, sounds with hand gestures. Sarah requested that SAC 

pay for the program, which would cost 400 to 500 dollars Canadian. The committee voted to 

approve this item and the money would come out of  SAC budget. 

 

Meeting was adjourned and next date was set for Feb 22nd at 2:30. 


